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About This Content

Note: the aircraft model is identical to the Flaming Cliffs 3 module. Owners of FC3 do not need to purchase.

This product is not compatible with the DCS World e-Shop version.

The MiG-29 "Fulcrum" is a Russian-designed, twin-engine, supersonic fighter. First operational in the early 1980s, the Fulcrum
is a "light weight" fighter, comparable to the American F/A-18 Hornet and F-16. Designed to work in conjunction with the

larger Su-27 Flanker, the MiG-29 is armed with an internal 30mm cannon and both infrared and radar guided air-to-air missiles.
For air-to-ground tasks, the MiG-29 can be armed with a large array of unguided bombs and rockets.

In addition to a sophisticated pulse doppler radar, the MiG-29 is also equipped with a passive Infrared Search and Track (IRST)
sensor that allows the Fulcrum to detect and target enemy aircraft just based on target infrared emissions. This allows the

MiG-29 to make stealthy attacks with no warning!

The Fulcrum is a highly-maneuverable fighter in a dogfight, and when paired with the helmet mounted sight and the AA-11
"Archer" air-to-air missile, it is a very lethal adversary.

The MiG-29 has also been widely exported and has served in many countries that include Germany, Iran, Ukraine, and Poland.

Key Features of the MiG-29 for DCS World:

A professional level flight model provides unmatched flight physics that allow you to truly feel what it's like to fly this
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amazing aircraft. Designed and tested by a former MiG-29 pilot!

A true model of the MiG-29 flight control system that allows you to perform "out of the envelope" maneuvers.

Highly detailed, six-degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF) cockpit.

Accurate MiG-29 Fulcrum model, squadron markings, and weapons.

Includes instant action, single missions, and a campaign.

Battle the Hornet in head-to-head combat.
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Title: MiG-29 for DCS World
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Publisher:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum system requirements (LOW graphics settings): 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB (32 GB for multiplayer); Free hard disk space:
60 GB; Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.
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Nice scifi adventure game. Sometimes chalenging and a bit weird but much to do. Lots of variety and even after play new things
are found like strange vr-world and other planets to walk. Not perfect but Good grafik on most level and sound & music...
Really nice made game! If you liked Space Quest 1-4, EGA Versions, this is your game.. quot;Please attack this robots!" "Her
friends are locked in school building." Real quotes from the game.
10/10. This is my new favorite tool for prepping and running dungeon crawls. Can't recommend highly enough.. If you're stuck
inside for an afternoon, this is a fairly satisfying waste of time. The "plot" can probably be summed up in a sentence, but this is
basically an elevated flash puzzle game that makes you feel clever for managing to figure things out. If you open it up and don't
understand anything up at first, don't look up a walkthrough. The entire fun of the game is figuring out how to actually play it,
and once you're done with that all it is is a pretty color generator.. This is a great starting point into getting into the 8 bit RTS
series.. Most enjoyable adventure series
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it is a great and fun game i would recommend it if you are bored and need to waste time. the only problem is that there is no
cloud for some things. like i had a really good weapon in storage for next round and i go to play the game on another computer
and the item isnt there for next round. Well, as I don't have a VR headset, it was just a short little trip down memory lane.
Looked like a demo I would've seen quite some years back. I don't see WHY it needs a high end graphic card. Sorry...boring.
Fun, Quick-burst platformer that contains some great music, quirky and charming characters and a pretty smooth difficulty
curve. Money well spent!. took me twice as long as first game also comes with neat but very limitable level editor :). A very well
done time management game. Most levels are pretty easy to beat at the highest level your first and certainly your second try, but
there are a few difficult levels in here. Everything looks good, runs well, and if you like time management games, you'll
definitely get your money's worth here.. Dont buy it.. Simply breathtaking, it really makes you FEEL like a Russian Gangsta In
HELL. once you realise you are invincible you get an rpg and blow a massive hole at the end of the level and play the game until
the enemies take minutes to defeat so you get bored and never play this game again.

Kinda fun while it lasted I guess but definitely not worth $3. not worth the money
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